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Authoring & Publishing Custom Content for Inventor
Professional
Christopher Benner
Powell Fabrication & Manufacturing LLC

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

How to find your way around the Content Center in Inventor Professional
Learn how to copy a Content Center family to Read/Write for editing
Learn different ways to author standard components
Learn how to publish and organize your Content to the Content Center

Description
This class will be a demonstration of how to prepare your custom standard content for use with
Inventor's Content Center. The Content Center can be a very useful and necessary tool for
working with Frame Generator, Tube & Pipe and Bolted Connections, among others. I will
demonstrate how to author and publish Pipe, Pipe Fittings, Fasteners, Structural Shapes and
even equipment such as pumps and heat exchangers.

Speaker(s)
I am the CAD department supervisor at Powell Fabrication & Manufacturing LLC in St. Louis,
Michigan. I have been a mechanical designer and drafter for more than 20 years, using
Autodesk products for most of that time. I am also the Vault administrator at Powell Fab. I was
inducted in the first class of Autodesk Expert Elites and am active on the Autodesk discussion
forums, and I post on my CAD Tips, Tricks & Workarounds blog. I've spoken at Autodesk
University 7 times, including a trip to Moscow in 2014 to speak at AU Russia. My specialties are
Inventor Tube & Pipe and Frame Generator, Content Center and Vault Professional.
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Content Center Overview
Inventor’s Content Center is an optional installation of several libraries which, together, contain
over 750,000 standard components. These include pipe & fittings for Routed Systems,
structural shapes for Frame Generator and fasteners for Bolted Connections among others.
Content Center libraries may be installed either locally or on a Vault server, depending on your
needs. The content libraries represent several different international standards, so you may
choose to install all of them, or only those you will need, to save space. Out of the box libraries
are all read only, so for a custom Content Center, you must create a Read/Write library, which I
will cover in the next section.
The image below is a snapshot of the Content Center Editor, open to a specific category under
the main Fasteners category. In the Library View box at the top, I am showing the “Merged
View”, which contains all Read Only libraries, as well as my own custom Read/Write library.
The Filter button on top is darkened, indicating that I have filtered the results even further. In
this case I have applied a filter that shows only those components in the ASNI Library. The
families are shown as “greyed out”, indicating that these are Read Only families, and may not
be edited. For more on Navigation within Content Center, see this page.

This class will focus primarily on preparing your custom parts to be published into your Content
Center, but first I think it is important to know the landscape at least a little bit. Let’s assume at
this point that you or your employer have chosen either Vault Content or Desktop Content and
have installed all of the libraries that you will need. Let’s create a Read/Write library, and then
have a look at the Content Center basic structure.
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Creating the Read/Write Library
Desktop Content
Creating a Read/Write Library when using Desktop Content, is done through your Inventor
Projects. Open the project manager window in Inventor and select the project you would like to
add a library to. Along the right-hand lower edge of the project window, find the button:
Configure Content Center Libraries. This is where you will decide which Read Only libraries
will be available to this project, and where you will create any new ones. Select the button
shown in the image below and give your library both a Display Name and a File Name.
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Vault Content
If you have chosen to install your Content libraries on your Vault server, a Read/Write library
needs to be created from the Vault ADMS Server console. As an administrator of the Vault,
right mouse click on Libraries in the console browser, and select Create Library. Give the new
library a Display Name, select a Partition if necessary, and then give the Database a name. A
Vault library will create its own SQL Database to store whatever data is put into it.

Content Center Organization
Categories & Families
Now that we have a Read/Write library in place, let’s look a bit more at the structure of the
Content Center itself. Each content library is divided into several categories, and the
categories contain the content families. In your Read/Write library, you will be able to create,
copy or delete categories, and edit category properties. You may publish, copy, edit or delete
families, and you can move content from one read/write library to another. What you cannot do
is move a family from one category to another, so be aware of this limitation and plan your
structure carefully.
Categories in your read/write library must be created before publishing any content to them.
The create category function is not available “on the fly”, during publishing. Categories and
families from Read Only libraries may be copied to your read/write library. This is a good way to
take families that are already published and then edit them with your company’s information,
such as part numbers, and add new members to the family table. Doing this can save you time
and effort creating and publishing components that are essentially identical to a family that
already exists.
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Materials
You may also use the Material Guide, which is a quick method for duplicating a family while
assigning a different default material to the new family. This is helpful with parts that are
identical other than the material, such as fasteners. The Material Guide allows you the option of
either adding members to an existing Family, using the new material specified, or creating a
new Independent Family, based on the original. For information on how to use the Material
Guide, here is a helpful link from the Inventor 2020 Documentation. This link, will take you to
the parent topic for more reading and help on setting up your own Content Center in Inventor.

Tip – Opinion
I believe in the KISS method for creating and organizing Content. Keep It Simple….
I recommend not adding more than one material designation to a family table. In tube & pipe
this becomes very important. When creating Tube & Pipe styles and selecting the available
pipe & fittings for them, the style editor will only see the first material callout in a family table. If
you are, for example, creating a style for PVC pipe and fittings, and your family table contains
PVC & CPVC, you may only have the option of creating a style using CPVC as it will not see the
second material callout in the family.
This may result in more families per category but keeps the size of the tables to a minimum,
which is easier for editing. Remember that Families may not be moved around within a library.
If you republish a family, in order to get it into a different location, remember to delete the
original family to keep things clean, and prevent people editing the wrong version. Content
Center organization is going to be unique to each person or company, so the best advice is
just…. Keep It Simple.

The Editor
Found on the Inventor Ribbon menu under Manage\Editor is the Content Center editor tool. In
the Editor is where you will manage and create new categories or delete unused ones. This is
also where you will edit the information in your Family Tables. A family table is a table that
contains all members of a component family, even if there is only a single part. The family table
editor is where you will edit specific information such as Part Numbers, Material, Descriptions
etc. Columns within the Family Table can be mapped to specific iProperties on your Inventor
parts as they are generated, including to Custom iProperties. Columns may be added if there
are properties you want to control that are not already present. Additionally, dimensions of your
tabulated parts may be modified in the Editor.
Note that any changes made to the family table once a component has been generated by the
Content Center, will need to be updated in Inventor using the Refresh Standard Content
command. This is located next to the Editor on the Manage tab. The file will need to be saved,
and any components to be Refreshed need to be checked out, if using Vault. The Refresh
command will add or modify any properties that were changed using the Family Table Editor.
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It is a good practice to always open the Family Table Editor immediately after publishing any
new components, to ensure that all columns are filled with correct information, File names are
correct, and all mapped properties are set up correctly. File name is especially important to
check, since generating a component with this column filled in incorrectly may make it difficult to
find the generated components later. This is especially true when publishing imported or thirdparty components, as we will discuss later.

This image shows the Editor opened, with a Family Table open for editing. Values may be set
individually in the cells, at the Column level such as the Material column, or even using
expressions as you can see in the Part Number column. Columns with Blue Text may not be
edited individually, as the blue indicates that the value is coming from someplace else. Perhaps
that column combines values from several others into a string. Take a look at this next image
for an overview of the menus in the Editor.
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Authoring & Publishing Your Custom Content
The focus of this class is getting your own custom parts into the Content Center and ready to be
used with the various Inventor tools such as Frame Generator or Tube & Pipe. I will break this
down by the type of content, as the authoring for each is unique. Let’s start with the one I use
the most often.

Inventor Tube & Pipe
Tube & Pipe authoring starts with either an ipart or a normal part in Inventor. Iparts may be
published as either pipe conduit, or as fittings, while normal (not ipart) parts may only be
published as fittings. In other words, your pipe conduits must be iparts. With tube & pipe parts,
you will be specifying the following information in the authoring tool:
•

•

•

Type of Part
o If you want to publish to a custom category in the Content Center, select “Other”
as the type.
o Remember that any custom categories must be created before publishing.
Number of connections
o In a recent release, the number of allowable connections on a part was increased
to 30, making it possible to author some very large parts, such as vessels with
multiple connection nozzles.
End treatment of each connection
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o

o
•
•
•
•
•
•

TIP: If you have multiple connections that are the same size & end treatment,
first reduce the number of connections to (1). Set the size and treatment on that
one, and then increase to the number of connections you want. They will all be
set the same as the first connection.
Be aware of End Treatment, never assume it is what you expect.
Parameter & ipart table mapping
Gender
Connection engagement
ISOGEN properties (if used)
Mating point & axis
Cut options for branch fittings

Authoring & Publishing Tube & Pipe
Let’s start with a simple fitting to introduce the authoring tools, a 90 degree elbow fitting. The
Authoring tools themselves are located on the Manage Tab of the Inventor ribbon menu. They
are all, by default, in a pull-down style menu, so there is no telling which of them will be on top
and visible when you access the ribbon. Grab the pull-down arrow and locate the correct
authoring tool for the type of object you are preparing.

Elbow Fitting - Authoring
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In the case of our Elbow fitting, we will grab the Tube & Pipe Authoring tool. This tool is
somewhat intuitive and recognizes the geometry of our part; assuming that it is an
elbow. The “Type” is pre-selected for us. We can change this if needed or select
“Other” to publish this part to a Custom Category.
We can adjust the Nominal Size, the Connections number and the End Treatment to
correctly describe our part. We can also set the Gender as needed. For a flanged part,
such as this example, the Gender would be Neutral. For each Connection, we will select
a circular edge that represents the connection point of the fitting, then move down to the
Axis and select another, or the same, circular edge to represent the Axis of the part.
Please note: Axis does not represent flow direction, so must always be pointing
out away from the part. Use the Flip Axis tool as needed. Do this for each
connection on the part.

Engagement may be set to determine the amount of engagement between two mating
fittings, such as thread engagement between two threaded pipe fittings, or a fitting and a
pipe spool. In this example the flanges will be face to face, so engagement is set to 0%.
If you are using ISOGEN (not discussed here) along with your Inventor software to fully
describe your piping systems, you can also enter fitting specific ISOGEN parameters at
the bottom of the Authoring dialog. These will be placed on the part as it is generated
during design. When finished select OK, and you should see a notice that your part was
successfully authored and is ready for publishing.

Elbow Fitting – Publishing
Let’s take a look at publishing our elbow fitting. Publishing pushes the part data to the
Content Center library. No actual part file is generated until the first time a family
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member is placed or opened from the Content Center itself. The Publish Part command
is found on the Manage Tab, right next to the Editor. With the part still open, select the
command and you will see the following image.

If you are using multiple read/write libraries, select the appropriate library for this
component, then change the language if needed. Select the Next button.
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If the Type selected in the Authoring tool was one of the standard types, the Category will
already be selected for you and cannot be changed. If you selected “Other” as type, this is
where you will direct the publishing tool to which category you want the part published. Select
Next.
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The mappings page should be filled out automatically based on the type of fitting and
parameters selected during authoring. Any additional parameters that you wish may be
mapped to Category Parameters on this page. Select Next when ready.

Key Columns are the columns that will be visible for selecting when a part is opened or
placed from the Content Center. Select which information you would like to use to
narrow your selection at that time. You must choose at least (1) key column to proceed.
Using multiple Key Columns can come in handy when publishing iparts that may have
multiple variations within a single size, such as an instrument or valve which uses the
same geometry but has different options on the internal components. Key Columns will
help you to choose exactly the part that you need from these variations. Hit Next when
ready.
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On the Family Properties screen Fill in or modify the fields. Family Name will
automatically copy to Family Folder Name, but not to Family Description. Use the
Standards fields to help you filter search results later when placing or searching for
parts. Manufacturer, where applicable, is another good filtering field.
The final page of the publish tool lets you review the thumbnail image that will be used in
the Content Center Editor. If you have an alternate file you would like to use for this, you
can specify that here. Notice that on this, and all other screens, you can use the Back
button to return to a previous screen to add or modify information. Once you are
satisfied with all of the information you have entered, select the publish button to send
the part on its way.
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Once the part is successfully published, I strongly recommend opening the Family Table
in the Editor immediately, to check that everything is correct before the part is used.
When we open the Family Table for this part, we see the following image.
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Notice the Filename Column. This is obviously not what we would want for a filename,
as it doesn’t describe the part in any way. Finding this part in a folder or in the Vault
would be near to impossible. This is the type of information that needs to be checked
and modified before your parts are ready to be used. This can be modified by simply
overwriting the contents of the Filename Field, or by changing the Column properties.
Also note the Microsoft Excel logo. For larger family tables where you will be
manipulating a lot of content, you may use Excel to edit these tables. This page, which
contains a lot of useful information on editing Family Tables, covers how to use Excel for
this task.
Let’s move on to something slightly more involved; a Branch fitting that requires a cut on
the part. Our example will be an “olet” style fitting. This is a branch that is either welded
or threaded directly onto a larger pipe and behaves like a Tee fitting.

Branch Fitting - Authoring
Branch fittings, such as weld-olet and thread-olet type fittings have a specific set of
parameters that are needed, as well as some part features that must be present in order
to correctly mate the fitting to the conduit and cut a hole at the branch
intersection. Needed parameters are:
•
•

Min Nominal Size – The pipe size of the branch fitting.
Max Nominal Size – The pipe size of the conduit being connected to.

Also required on the part are a work axis at the run diameter of the mating pipe, a work
point at the intersection of the mating pipe OD and the outlet axis, and a sketch for the
cutout of the branch fitting, also on the mating pipe axis, as shown below.

With point #3 in the image, and the run axis set in an ipart table, the branch fitting will sit
neatly on the OD of the mating pipe when placed and cut through the mating pipe with
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the diameter specified in your sketch #5. See the two images below for connections 1 &
2 in the authoring dialog.
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Now let’s take a look at authoring the pipe itself, this one also has some special needs.

Pipe Conduit - Authoring
Authoring Pipe conduit is done in essentially the same way as authoring fittings, but can
only be done on iparts, not standard Inventor parts. The ipart being authored requires a
bit of preparation first. The ipart table must contain the following parameters for Tube &
Pipe to recognize it as a conduit part:
•
•
•
•
•

Nominal Size
Schedule Number
Inside Diameter
Outside Diameter
Pipe Length

In the image below, these parameters will be required in the parameter mapping section
in the middle of the dialog box. Pipe length will only be required on the first connection
point of the conduit.

Selecting the ends and end treatments is the same as any other fitting we have done so
far. The trick with conduit, whether it be pipe, tube or flex hoses, comes in the
publishing side.
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Pipe Conduit – Publishing
Publishing pipe conduit from an authored ipart, looks very much like publishing the
fittings we have seen so far. The same dialog boxes are present, you still choose key
columns and name the family and family folders. But once the part has been authored,
there is one more very important step. As I’ve mentioned before it is important to check
the family table of a newly published part before using it the first time. With conduit this
is no different. Double check your file names, part numbers and any other important
mapped columns to make sure that nothing is out of place or incorrect. Then, look at
your length column. When you created and authored the ipart, you had a single number
in the length column. This is fine if you are going to use this pipe part as manually
placed from the Content Center. You can always change the length as the part is
placed, or after the component has been generated.
If this conduit is planned for routed systems, however, the length needs to be made into
an expression, so that it can be automatically generated to fit your route sketches.
Otherwise, if your base length is 10”, every piece of pipe you generate in your routed
piping systems will be 10” long, regardless of the length in your sketch.
This image shows the expression window. This will generate a pipe with a minimum
length of .001”, an increment of the same value, and a maximum of 240”. I set this since
20’ is generally the maximum length of pipe you can purchase. I set the same thing in
the Rules on my Tube & Pipe styles so that everything matches.
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With this type of expression in place, your pipe conduit should now work with routed
systems. I would recommend testing the conduit in a route, in case these values need
to be adjusted for your design needs. Next we are going to author a piece of equipment
that you might use for your piping systems.

Centrifugal Pump – Authoring
Equipment such as pumps, tanks or heat exchangers are not included in any of the
standard Content Center families. Many people do not choose to author or publish this
type of component, but I though it was important to show you that it can be done.
The first thing to know is that the Content Center will not accept assemblies. Assemblies
can be authored for Tube & Pipe but may not be published. It is important to determine
whether you will need to modify the component in any way in your assemblies. If that is
the case, it may be best to leave them as an assembly and keep them in a shared
location or in your Vault.
If the assembly will always remain static, your first step is to open a new part file in
Inventor. On the 3D Model tab, select Derive. This opens a file explorer window.
Locate and select the assembly you would like to derive into a part.
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A dialog will open that will allow you to decide the settings for deriving the assembly.

For this class I’m not going to go into great depth on deriving assemblies, but I want you
to have some idea of how to do it. This page is an Autodesk Knowledge Network
document that goes through deriving in pretty good detail. I will also demonstrate this
quickly in one of my class demos.
In the above image, I generally select the first option which is to derive the assembly as
a single component and body. Since I’ve already decided that I need the assembly only
in its current form, this is the easiest to work with. After selecting OK, the next thing I do
is break the link to the parent assembly. This helps to avoid any broken link errors, or
unwanted problems if the parent assembly were to change or be deleted.
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Save the part file, and now we are ready to Author and publish this component.
Remember that, since this will most likely be going into a Custom Category, we will need
to create that category before we publish the part. Also remember to select “Other” as
the Type, in the Authoring window.
This method can also be used with third party components that are sent to you in
different CAD formats, such as STEP files. These can be imported as either parts, or as
assemblies and then derived. With third party components it is especially important to
remember to check your Family Table columns and data before using the published
parts.
I could go on all day about Tube & Pipe, but I also wanted to cover some different types
of components that can be authored and published to your custom Content Center.

Structural Shapes
Inventor’s Content Center comes with almost any structural shape you can imagine for use with
Frame Generator or just for placing in your assemblies. In several different international
standards, Imperial and Metric sizes… almost everything you could ever need… almost.
Occasionally you may find that the structural shape that you need for your frame design just
isn’t in there. You may need to create your own ipart family for your specific needs and get that
into the Content Center for use with the Frame Generator. For the sake of simplicity, I am going
to demonstrate on a simple profile. So, let’s look at how to create a structural shape for
authoring, author it and then publish it.

Structural Shape – Authoring
I’ve chosen a simple profile to demonstrate this, because of the low number of
dimensions to control. I began by starting a new part file and creating a 2D sketch on
the XY plane. In this case a simple ellipse. Next, I created (2) work planes from the XY
plane, these can be any distance off at this point.
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Using the new Extrude UI, extrude the profile between the two work planes. In the
image below note that the first work plane, the “From”, is chosen on the top pane of the
new UI, under Input Geometry. “To” is chosen under “Behavior”.

Create several User Parameters on the part.
•
•
•

B_L, the base length. This is required for mapping as a category parameter when
you publish.
G_OFFSET_START
G_OFFSET_END
Next, modify the dimensions of the two work planes as follows:

•
•

Start Plane = -G_OFFSET_START
End Plane = B_L+G_OFFSET_END
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Now you’re ready for the authoring, which is so simple you will second guess it. Select
the Authoring tool for Structural Shapes. Select a category; if your profile is unique like
my example, select “Other”. Select the Base Extrusion of the profile. The Default
Base Point should define itself, if your part was properly modeled on the origin planes.
This point is used by Frame Generator to place and orient the part. If your part is not
drawn on the origin planes, add work features until you get a point in the desired location
and then try Authoring again.
Notch Profile is optional, but necessary if you will be using this shape to notch others in
Frame Generator. Select the profile of the extrusion.

Finally, on the Parameter Mapping tab, enter B_L under Base Length. If you have
defined any of the other parameters, you may also map those here prior to Publishing
the part.
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Publishing a Structural Shape is done the same way as with Tube & Pipe fittings in the
section above. And as always, remember to edit the Family Table right away after the
component has been published. You may need to adjust the Column Properties for
several columns, including File Name. As with Pipe Conduit, the Length Column, which
is mapped to your B_L parameter, should be set up as an expression to establish a
minimum and maximum length for Frame Generator.

With an expression column such as shown above, in either a structural shape or in pipe
conduit, this expression is not used when simply placing or opening a single part from
the Content Center. These expressions are used in conjunction with Routed Systems or
Frame Generator, where length is generated by a sketch. In manually applications, you
will be prompted to enter a length for the part being generated.

Fasteners
Fasteners such as bolts, nuts and washers are authored and published for use with the Bolted
Connection Wizard in the Inventor Design Accelerators. They are also set up for use with the
Content Center’s “Auto Drop” feature. This, if enabled, allows you to drop a fastener onto a hole
without first selecting a size. The tool is intuitive and reads the diameter of the hole or circular
feature and selects the appropriately sized bolt for that feature and uses imates to attach it to
the most logical feature. This works best if you plan to use it ahead of time and create your
holes or features with that in mind. Using Auto Drop on features that are not clearly defined can
have some less than desirable results.
Let’s take a look at authoring for a few different fastener types.
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Fasteners, Bolts – Authoring
To author and publish components such as fasteners, first create an ipart containing the various
sizes needed to define this part family. For authoring and publishing, different types of
components have required parameters that must be present. This document, from the Inventor
2020 Help documentation lists the required parameters for each type of component that can be
authored. In addition to fasteners you can use this tool to author components such as Bearings,
Keys and Pins.
Before authoring the part, you may create imates to define the Placement Edge, Cylinder Axis
and Orientation plane. You do not need to do this, however, as the Authoring tool will create
them for you. Let’s look at the Authoring screen for a simple Hex Head Bolt.

Select the Category that this part will be published to. Based on the geometry of the ipart,
category may already be selected for you, but double check or change it as needed. To author
this bolt, you will select the Placement Edge, in this case this is the bottom edge of the bolt
head. The Cylinder Axis is very simply the axis of the bolt shaft. The orientation Plane is
selected to orient the fastener along this axis. When these three are selected, imates will be
created at those points, and the part is ready for Publishing.
This is the same part after authoring, with the imates highlighted.
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On the Parameter Mapping tab, the required parameters should already be mapped to the
category properties, based on the Category selected on the top of the Layout Tab.
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Fasteners, Nut – Authoring
Authoring a nut is very similar to authoring the bolt we just looked at. The main difference is
that you must select two Placement Edges, one on each side of the nut. This allows for
connections to either side, as may be required in a bolted connection assembly. See the image
below of a standard hex nut.

Fasteners, Washer – Authoring
Like the nut, a washer is slightly different when it comes to authoring. The washer also requires
two Placement Edges but does not require an orientation plane. See the image below of a
standard flat washer.
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Fasteners – Publishing
Publishing for fasteners follows the same basic procedure as for other types of components, as
discussed earlier. You will be given the chance, as above, to select one or more key columns,
which will be used when selecting items for placement, unless Auto Drop is enabled.

Tip – Studs with Bolted Connection
A few years ago, I tried an experiment to make a bolted connection that worked with flange
studs, instead of hex head bolts. The trick, as it turned out, was to make Inventor think that the
stud was actually a hex head, without the actual head geometry. Rather than rewrite the entire
thing here, I will share a link to the blog post I wrote that detailed what I had done. I haven’t
used this in a while, but I think it should still work today. Play around with this if you want, and
maybe it can work for you too.

Connectors
Connectors are used in the Cable & Harness program in Inventor Professional. They can be
standard parts or iparts and have pins (work points) added to them to determine where wires
are attached. These must be authored, and optionally can be published to your custom Content
library. Let’s take a quick look.

Connectors – Authoring
When you author a connector, it defines the points where wires are attached when used in
Cable & Harness. Use the Connector command under the Authoring pull down on the Manage
tab.
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Select the termination type, either Crimp or Insulation Displacement. Use Crimp for connectors
that will be connected in only one direction, and Insulation Displacement for those being
connected in two directions, such as ribbon cable connectors.
Outward Direction controls the orientation of the conductors as they terminate with the
connector’s pins. Both directions are only available if you selected the Insulation Displacement
option above. Select geometry to indicate the direction. Flip the arrow as needed. If needed
add the embedded length to increase the accuracy of wire lengths.
If necessary, select the start pin. If there is only a single group with one row, this will
automatically be selected. If there are multiple groups, or groups with multiple rows, select the
start pin in the first group. Any pin in the start group will be a valid selection.
If your connector is an iPart, map the RefDes category parameter to the appropriate column in
the iPart table, otherwise enter the RefDes manually. Select OK to complete the authoring.
Publishing will follow the same steps as listed in the several sections above.

Conclusion
The sky is the limit when it comes to what you can author and publish into your Content Center
libraries. Follow the examples I’ve outlined above and remember to always double and triple
check your Family Tables before using the parts you have published. Before long you will have
built a custom library that contains everything you need for your designs. And if your Content
Center is anything like mine, it will just keep growing.

Links
You Tube video playlist.
Inventor 2020 Publishing & Authoring Help Documentation
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